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Abstract. This paper describes our experience with IBM’s Rational
Jazztm platform for collaboration and for coordinating software
development in the context of a medium sized service research and devel-
opment project. We discuss the observed advantages of Jazz in system-
atizing the development process, especially when we are operating with
extreme agility and the team is widely distributed around the world.
We cover both narrative observations and quantitative measurements of
Jazz usage. We demonstrate an objective measure of the value of such
a software development management system. And we study the extent
to which Jazz interfaces can replace ad hoc communication. While Jazz
provides sufficient structure to replace all other communication within a
geographically distributed research and development team, we conclude
that redundant team communication in the forms of email and telephone
meetings is necessary to maintain team motivation.
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1 Introduction

The service system concept provides a valuable abstraction for evaluating and
understanding the activities of a service provider, client, and the intrinsic value
co-creation [3], [8]. Software development is perhaps one of the best examples of
a service system today from several vantage points: the software under develop-
ment is most certainly destined to be a part of a larger service system, the overall
project team is a service provider to a customer within the enterprise, and the
extended team formed to create the software is itself a stand-alone operational
service system.

This practitioner paper examines the operation of a globally distributed vir-
tual team responsible for the research and development of a complex financial
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system which includes applications, a data repository and advanced data ana-
lytics capabilities. Activities start from initial concept, requirements gathering,
all the way through the lifecycle to deployment and maintenance. Work is per-
formed collaboratively and dynamically by an organizationally matrixed team,
with members coming together from a wide variety of disciplines and professions.
The team is globally distributed, with some parts of the team co-located, and
others dispersed in individual locations. Primary team members and stakehold-
ers include the business process owners, the business transformation members,
architectural, development, and quality assurance professionals, and the target
customers. In addition, an agile software development methodology is utilized
to provide rapid prototyping and development as well as flexibility and respon-
siveness to changing business requirements [11].

Fig. 1. Communication and Collaboration among roles within the SDM Software
Development Service System

The project is named Solution Definition Manager (SDM), which includes
multiple subprojects producing IBMtm software for multiple customers within
IBM. Each project encompasses multiple roles and crosses various organizational
and geographic boundaries. In this study we aggregate these multiple roles and
projects into three roles with short names: Customer, Manager, and Developer.
The software being produced is used by solution architects and others within
IBM to prepare bids for IBM’s external service clients. Modifications and new
features in the software are requested by these solution architects, by execu-
tives responsible for sales and service delivery, and by executives responsible for
funding the research and development that produces the desired software. Our
focus in this paper is on the software development process, so we consolidate
all these users and executives into one role: Customer. We group all those who
participate in the research and development process by writing or testing code
into one role: Developer. And we collect a relatively small group of participants
in the development process who do not write or test code into one role: Manager.
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(Note that there is no particular correlation between IBM Management and any
of these roles.)

Managers are trained in software development project management. There are
very roughly ten times as many Developers as Managers. There are potentially
at least a thousand times as many Customers as Developers; but we are only
focused on the set of Customers who participate in the software development
service system to co-create value. The size of this set is roughly the same as the
size of the set of Developers.

The combination of Customers, Developers, and Managers constitutes a highly
geographically dispersed virtual team. Managers and Developers who reside on
different continents work closely together to produce software in spite of global
scale time differences and intervening organizational boundaries.

Our goal is to produce reliable, innovative software both punctually and with
agility [11]. Of course agility, reliability, and punctuality compete and cannot be
simultaneously maximized. In this paper we will describe our experience as we,
somewhat dynamically, explore tradeoffs toward the ultimate goal of optimizing
the value we are co-creating.

Work is organized into work streams that are included in research and de-
velopment projects. The output of several projects is combined into a release.
The frequency of releases varies from quarterly to annually depending on agree-
ments reached among all the roles (part of the exploration of tradeoffs mentioned
above). In addition, more frequent internal “prototyping and iteration” releases
can also be managed through this agile process to rapidly gather feedback on
user interfaces and functionality.

We will report qualitative experience over several years and many releases
of multiple software systems; but we will focus on one year of work involving
multiple releases of a single system for a report consisting of the interpretation of
quantitative data. During this year, the code base for this system was moved from
a previous management platform to Jazz, a program product from IBM Rational.
We will report on our experience with Jazz as a platform for collaboration and
co-creation of value within our service system.

Jazz is an integrated software development environment that includes a central
database, client applications and a web portal. It allows a virtual team to track
custom defined items related to software development. In our case, we track
defects (reported software problems), tasks (within work streams), requested
enhancements, requirements, and cross-line-of-business conflicts. Our selections
allow Jazz to function as a workload manager, a software source code file man-
ager, a software release content manager/scheduler, and a source code integra-
tion manager, a communication platform, and a project information repository.
The workload manager provides a view of work items and their associated sta-
tus (e.g., open closed) as well as the software developer that is assigned to the
work item. It also provides a cross-team view of workloads and assignments to
enable workload balancing. A software source code file manager enables pro-
grammers to utilize a shared code base and add to it or modify code elements.
It provides a central code repository and a foundation for producing software
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builds. The software release content manager/scheduler provides the capabil-
ity to group individual work items together into an iteration plan, or release.
The communication platform and project information repository allow all team
members to access information about project work items without having to go
through e-mail trails, phone calls or other means of ad hoc communication.

2 Relevant Software Development Research

Two important enablers of close collaboration across the dimensions of physical
space, disparate time zones, and differing knowledge bases and disciplines are 1.
the establishment and active maintenance of “situation awareness”; the ability of
team members to perceive the activities and work items of their colleagues [10],
and 2. the creation of a common base or context around which to bring together
diverse disciplines, expertise, and viewpoints to a focused project objective. [7].

The computer supported cooperative work (CSCW) literature has addressed
these challenges from multiple angles: the exploration of collaboration support
systems, from general ”communication” systems to ones tightly integrated with
workflow and contextual tasks [1], formal and semi-formal frameworks [2], [5].

Integrated development environments, such as Jazz, have also been studied
and evaluated for their effectiveness in core technical activities such as coding, as
well as corollary tasks such as project management.[2], [9], [12], [13]. Our prac-
tical experience utilizing Jazz as a project activity and information hub, builds
on these previous studies and extends research to include other stakeholders in
the software development process, such as customers, business process owners,
and project managers.

Agile software development methodologies [4], [6] are characterized by iter-
ative, interactive, and highly collaborative practices. They provide a high de-
gree of customer value throughout the project, through this co-creation process,
particularly when compared with traditional waterfall methodologies. However,
agile methodologies can pose some practical challenges when the virtual team is
dispersed geographically, since the affordances of co-location, such as serendip-
itous informal meetings, are not present. The fast-paced and rapidly changing
priorities of an agile project put particular pressure on the capability to rapidly
synchronize the work activities of dispersed technical team members across mul-
tiple time zones. Similarly, the close collaboration required between the technical
team and the customers can also be negatively impacted by these same factors.
Jazz addresses these issues through an integrated software development envi-
ronment coupled with an information hub for related project information and
activities.

3 Narrative Observations

Qualitative data was gathered through a questionnaire completed by people
serving in the project manager role for different workstreams in the project, a
small subset of the full development team for this multi-year agile development
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project. They were asked to objectively provide information about their experi-
ences using Jazz in their daily work during the past year by responding to the
following questions.

1. How effective is Jazz at tracking defects, tasks, enhancements, requirements,
and cross-line-of-business conflicts?

2. How effective is Jazz in collaborating with a geographically dispersed team?
3. Does Jazz increase, reduce, or eliminate the time spent communicating syn-

chronously (in meetings, on the phone, and instant messaging)? Can you
estimate weekly meeting frequency before and after adopting Jazz?

4. Does Jazz increase, reduce, or eliminate the total time spent communicating
asynchronously (including email, Jazz, any other non-instant messaging)?

5. Does Jazz improve workload balance? How?
6. Does Jazz make more agility possible? How?
7. Does Jazz improve communication between developers and customers or

users? Do you use pie charts or trend graphs generated from Jazz data to
communicate with customers? Do you use similar visualizations to commu-
nicate with developers?

8. Does Jazz improve programmer productivity? How?
9. Does Jazz reduce the numbers of defects? How?

10. Does Jazz make source code integration (merge) easier and more defect free?
How?

11. How long did it take for you to learn how to use Jazz (in your PM role)?
Did you have to learn Jazz for all roles (PM, developer, customer, ...)?

12. What, if any, is your experience with the Jazz web portal? Why do developers
use a Jazz client and customers, a web portal?

This section provides the consolidated results of the responses to these questions
and is structured as an interview with one composite answer representing the
entire service system rather than answers from each role.

1. How effective is Jazz at tracking the items of interest to SDM
stakeholders (defects, tasks, enhancements, requirements, and cross-
line-of-business conflicts)?
Answer: During the previous three years of SDM development and research,
we have used different tools for tracking these items including spreadsheets, MS
Projecttm, Lotus Notes Teamroomtm, and CVStm. None of them are as effec-
tive as Jazz. Jazz integrates the development and project management processes
into one tool, reducing cross-process overhead. We use Jazz to log enhancements
(requests and new ideas) and requirements. Then we generate and track the as-
sociated development work items (tasks and defects). We rarely use the conflicts
selection, which was designed to track conflicting business requirements.

We have to define our own development process, including agility tradeoffs.
Jazz provides the framework. We are still exploring potential improvements to
our process. Requirement conflict tracking and resolution is an example area
where more work is needed before the item will be useful.
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Sometimes a Customer creates a defect item or adds comments indicating a
problem on a development work item in order to suggest a change to an original
requirement. This provides a challenge because we need to detect this particular
category and treat it differently than we would a defect indicating a failure to
meet an original requirement. This is simply an overhead price the service system
pays for agility.

Overall, Jazz serves as a customizable, flexible, and easy to use information
hub, activity center, and status console, simultaneously providing high and low
level views of a project.

2. How effective is Jazz in collaborating with a geographically
dispersed team?
Answer: Jazz provides shared access to a common view of the state of the
service system. It facilitates context specific communication and work flow man-
agement (assigning and reassigning work items). The particular value of Jazz is
that it provides relevant access to all the different roles in the service system,
promoting co-creation of value between each pair of roles, across geographies,
time zones, and organizational boundaries. People from different organizations
with varied roles tend to have their own tools for collaboration and project track-
ing. Jazz breaks the silos and horizontally integrates different teams to focus on
the project.

3. Does Jazz change the time spent communicating synchronously (in
meetings, on the phone, and instant messaging)?
Answer: Jazz provides email notification for lists of people subscribed to specific
work items. We use Jazz to keep people informed and to record updates to plans.
However, Developers in particular are likely subscribed to large numbers of items
at any given time; so Managers use telephone or instant message as a redundant
communication medium for high priority information that might otherwise be
lost in a flood of emails. By serving as the definitive plan repository, Jazz does
reduce time that is otherwise wasted in meetings when information about plans
has not been synchronized. But Jazz does not replace the need for meetings
and other synchronous communication. On balance it may reduce synchronous
communication time slightly. It does provide a common authority and framework
for improving the overall project effectiveness. Project management processes
need to be aligned and integrated with the use of Jazz.

4.DoesJazz change the total time spent communicating asynchronously
(including email, Jazz, any other non-instant messaging)?
Answer: When items are updated with appropriate and timely information,
it does help reduce the time spent communicating asynchronously. It definitely
reduces coordination time among Managers who need to act on status infor-
mation including the number of requirements completed, the defect backlog,
and Developer work load. There is a significant reduction in total time spent in
asynchronous communication by Managers. In addition, providing a “level play-
ing field” for easily obtaining information between team members from different
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organizations addresses the problem of varying knowledge levels about a partic-
ular situation or activity, as can be the case with email distribution.

5. Does Jazz improve workload balance? How?
Answer: Jazz provides work load information across teams so that Managers
have some general visibility. This is especially helpful when one work stream
needs help from the team working on another. This is an area where we ex-
pect significant improvement when we upgrade to Jazz 2.0 and can explore new
processes corresponding to new Jazz function.

One feature we’re particularly interested in evaluating is plan risk assessment.
It takes a minimum/maximum time estimate for a work item and provides a
probability estimate for on time completion. If the probability is low, we can
reassign the item based on general work load information.

6. Does Jazz make more agility possible? How?
Answer: Yes. Jazz provides a platform for direct and documented communi-
cation within the entire service system. We build agile processes on top of this
platform. Without it, the communication channel for requirements and conflicts
becomes a bottleneck, inhibiting agility.

7. Does Jazz improve service system communication? Does anyone
use pie charts or trend graphs generated from Jazz data?
Answer: Jazz definitely improves communication by providing a shared view
of service system state as described above. We do not currently use the Jazz
visualization tools for service system communication. This is part of the tradeoff
in favor of agility.

8. Does Jazz improve programmer productivity? How?
Answer: Yes, here are two specific features jazz offers that have proven
invaluable:

1) The ability to associate a change-set to a work item and be able to later
reference why certain changes were made. It’s common to come across code and
wonder ”why is this here?” In Jazz, one can simply annotate the class file and
jazz will color code the file indicating the last change-set associated with every
line of code in the file. This makes it easy to pinpoint the person to contact if
further explanation is necessary. We’ve used this feature countless times and it’s
saved us from introducing regression bugs.

2) The suspend change-set feature allows a developer to remove changes from
the workspace, but keeps them available to resume at a later time. This elimi-
nates the need to maintain multiple development workspaces. If we’re working
on a new feature and we’re notified of a very high priority defect that needs to
be resolved ASAP, This feature allows us to suspend the changes for the new
feature and work on resolving the defect, without the new feature code getting
in the way. When the defect is resolved, we simply resume the change-set and
continue working. Prior to Jazz, this would require setting up a new workspace,
which consumes valuable time.
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9. Does Jazz reduce the numbers of defects? How?
Answer: Jazz can help to reduce the number of defects if the developers use the
functions designed to do so. In Jazz we set up a status called ”ready for review”
indicating the item should be reviewed by a technical lead Developer before the
Developer can check in the code. We’re also looking into the using build/test
capabilities offered by Jazz. Once enabled, any developer will be able to kick off
a build and have automated test scripts performed before ever delivering code
for the rest of the team to consume.

10. Does Jazz make source code integration (merge) easier and more
defect free? How?
Answer: Without a question, Yes. The code merge process itself is very challeng-
ing. Especially for a project such as ours that’s very fast paced. The concept of
change-sets and the process of flowing them to various other work streams saves
a lot of time. The flow change-set process in Jazz identifies new change-sets that
have been added since the last merge. These change-sets can be accepted into
the stream and any conflicts are identified by Jazz. Jazz has a built-in feature
that attempts to auto merge conflicts. When it’s unable to merge automatically,
a manual merge is required.

11. How long did it take to learn how to use Jazz? Did you have to
learn Jazz for all roles?
Answer: It generally takes about a week to become proficient at one role. One
does not need to learn the other roles. At a basic level, the Jazz concepts were
simple to pick up. We had a working test environment set up for evaluation
within a day.

12. What, if any, is your experience with the Jazz web portal? Why
do developers use a Jazz client and customers, a web portal?
Answer: The web portal allows any jazz registered users to access project arti-
facts without having to install the client. Typically, Developers prefer the client
because it’s integrated with their IDE. Some non-Developers also prefer the
client because of speed and an integrated screen capturing feature.

4 Jazz Usage Measurements

Our working hypothesis is that increasing usage is an indication of perceived
value, particularly in the dimension of time savings through consolidated infor-
mation and global team presence awareness. Jazz puts every item created by
any Jazz user in its central database, so it provides us with a relatively easy way
to measure usage. However, it does not provide us with the number of times
an item is accessed or modified – it only maintains the most recent state of the
item. We rely on our experience to suggest that item creation activity provides
a reasonable proxy for all Jazz activity.

In this section we report on a little over one year of development work,
beginning with the introduction of Jazz as the new integrated development
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Fig. 2. Smoothed trace of Developer-created Jazz items per work day in monthly in-
crements (March, 2009 to March, 2010)

environment. Three releases of one system involving multiple projects and project
managers are covered. The dates of these releases are late August, early Decem-
ber, and early May (planned).

Figures 2, 3, and 4 are the plots of Jazz item creation activity by role.
During this time period, the three projects progressed through milestones that

generally included: a sequence of iteration releases to the Quality Assurance team
who performed functional verification tests; requirements and scope agreements
with the customer; a sequence of defect fixes and code build cycles; release to
a user acceptance test environment; and deployment to a pilot or production
environment.

The work schedules of members of this service system covered almost all of
the available hours of every day for the duration of our data; but there were
many days when no items were created, especially during the winter holiday
period in December, 2009. In order to represent items created per day in a
visually intelligible way, we have smoothed the raw data and applied a uniform
scaling factor of 10:7 to account for vacation, weekends, etc. The smoothing is
accomplished by taking a simple moving average of seven days (each data point
in figures 2, 3, and 4 is thus the average of the raw data points in the week
leading to the corresponding date, multiplied by the factor of 10/7).

Our experience suggests that the initial flurry of Developer and Manager ac-
tivity corresponds to the period in which Jazz was introduced to the already
ongoing effort. It also suggests that the delay before the beginning of Customer
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Fig. 3. Smoothed trace of Manager-created Jazz items per work day in monthly incre-
ments (March, 2009 to March, 2010)

Fig. 4. Smoothed trace of Customer created Jazz items per work day in 2 month
increments (March, 2009 to March, 2010)
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Fig. 5. Smoothed trace of Jazz items created per work day by role - a combination of
Figures 2, 3, and 4

Fig. 6. Smoothed trace of Jazz items created per work day by role, scaled to compare
trends (as if equal numbers of items were produced - a scaling of Figure 5
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creation activity also corresponds to the introduction of Jazz to the customer
via the web portal.

Figure 5 contains the stacked results from figures 2, 3, and 4. It is harder to
read because the number of items introduced by the Developers far outnumbers
the numbers of items introduced by the other roles so that scaling hides most
of the information about the relative trends for the roles. In order to provide a
visual representation of the relative trends (to compare roles independent of the
absolute numbers of items they create), we provide a scaled version of Figure 5
in Figure 6. In the case of Figure 6 data for each role is independently scaled
by factors that correspond to each role creating the same total number of items.
Thus Figure 6 shows the relative trends of Jazz item creation activity but not
the relative numbers of items produced.

If we ignore the first three months of reported activity as corresponding to
initialization, then the trend for each of the roles is increasing, with the Customer
providing the most increasing trend.

5 Conclusions and Future Research in This Area

We report from our experience that Jazz provides excellent value in terms of its
use as a manager of code files and integration as well as its use for communication
and collaboration. Our positive report on use of Jazz should be viewed as a
comparison with the use of a much less elaborate simple check-out and check-in
system that offered almost no assistance in collaboration. It is not a replacement
for other forms of communication; but there is some evidence that it does at least
reduce total synchronous communication (meetings, telephone calls, and instant
messages) and improve the effectiveness of those interactions.

We described how the two distinct methods of Jazz access (client and web
portal) each provided specific value to specific roles. Each has its strengths: the
client being more appropriately connected to the Developer’s other tools; the
portal requiring no client installation and easy access for the casual user.

Our study provides confirmation to our working hypothesis that usage is corre-
lated with perceived value. We were surprised to see the dramatically increasing
usage trend for Customers relative to the trends for other roles; but take it as
confirmation that Customers appreciate the value represented by Jazz: the more
they use it the more they appreciate it. We have dealt with sophisticated sys-
tems before that were adopted but never really used. The most important aspect
of this paper is the initial report on usage that we believe indicates the value
different classes of user place on the tool. In particular, the customers in our
service system for agile development demonstrate the value they see in the tool
by their increasing rate of usage. We suggest this criterion as a way to assess
such tools that goes beyond a comparison of features.

We did not find that the tool replaced all other types of communication or that
it dramatically reduced the frequency of communication outside the tool. Since
we introduced the tool in the middle of our project, we could compare at least
individual subjective reports, which we synthesized into the virtual Q and A. We
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had and still have no way to collect and measure out-of-band communication,
and our ability to measure the in-band communication begins with the tool
introduction. Our simple criterion of trend in tool usage is generally available
and seems to be a useful and inexpensive way to assess tool value. Future research
activities in this area include collection of more detailed quantitiative usage data
from Jazz by role and geography, survey data from customers and developers, and
in-depth examination of the role of email, phone converations and conferences,
and web conferences in conjunction with Jazz usage.
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